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The Transport Health and Environment Pan-European Programme aims to develop and promote sustainable and healthy transport patterns.

THE PEP addresses sustainable mobility, urban planning, integration of health & environmental aspects into transport policy, clean air and combatting climate change, international cooperation.

Aim:
To achieve transport patterns that are sustainable for human health and the environment in the pan-European region through an integrated policy approach.
THE PEP contributions to sustainable transport

Recommendations for Green and Health Sustainable Transport

Mobility Management  THE PEP Partnerships  Cycling and green jobs  Jobs in Green and Healthy: Making the

Sustainable Urban Mobility and Spatial Planning
46 Ministers, European Commissioner, State Secretaries and representatives of 42 Countries in the Pan-European Region, more than 850 participants in total
Adoption and virtual signing of the Vienna Ministerial Declaration and the first Pan-European Master Plan on Cycling Promotion
➢ Joint vision and commitment to lead transformation towards clean, safe, healthy and inclusive mobility and transport

➢ Developing a pan-European THE strategy with clear pathway for the implementation of
  ➢ zero-emission technologies and mobility management,
  ➢ integrated transport and spatial planning,
  ➢ green investments and economic incentives
  ➢ legal options
Resilience of transport and mobility

Paving the way for healthy and active mobility by first-ever Pan European Masterplan for Cycling, extending it to walking and establishing a Pan-European Centre on Active Mobility

THE PEP fostering transformation and implementation

- THE PEP partnerships active mobility, youth mobility, tourism mobility, green jobs, integration transport and land-use planning, HEAT ...
- THE PEP relay races, THE PEP Academy
THE PEP SC meeting

Key points from 20th Session

- Seminar on “Transport, Health and Environment: Including a Gender Perspective” looking at how to steer policy towards better gender balance.

- 20th Anniversary of THE PEP

- Implementation of Vienna Declaration
  - Strategy Working Group – work continues

- Development of a approach to the Programme of Work

- Work of the partnerships
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